Abstract. In this paper, we present two methods to modelize a grafcet with transition systems. We give some properties that this model should satisfy, and we check them with the tool MEC.
INTRODUCTION
The Grafcet is a graphical programming language used mainly in the eld of automatisms. Its powerful control structures can express particularly parallelism. This last notion is often awkward to handle. So it is necessary to be able to prove some properties on systems programmed in Grafcet. The Grafcet semantics has been de ned with the language SIGNAL (Le Parc and Marc e, 1993) . In this paper, we present a di erent approach using transition systems.
After an overview of the Grafcet langage (Le Grafcet, 1992) , two methods are given to build a transition system equivalent to a particular grafcet. The rst one is based on the synchronized product, while the second one is more algorithmic. Then the properties that we want to verify on Grafcet are presented and the way of validating them is given.
GRAFCET
The Grafcet, acronym for GRAphe Fonctionnel de Commande Etapes/Transitions, is a graphical representation model to describe the behaviour of the control part of an automated system. This formalism has become a programming langage very popular in industrial world and has been integrated in the international standard IEC1131.
Graphical elements
The basic graphical elements of the Grafcet language are : the steps : they represent the di erent states of a system. A step is either active or inactive. The set of active steps of a grafcet at a given time represents the situation of grafcet. the transitions : they control the evolutions between steps. The control is taken by the boolean expression called receptivity associated to the transition.
Temporal Aspect
In the receptivities, a particular fonction enabling to count time can be found : the temporization. The temporization t1=Xi=t2 indicates a boolean condition which is true if the step Xi stays active at least t1 time units and becomes false t2 time units after the step Xi disactivation (see gure 1 ). No structural relation is xed between the use of temporization and the step of reference Xi. The notation t1=Xi is an abreviation for t1=Xi=0.
The temporizations can be synchronized on logic times, that is to say they change at the rate of acquisition of streams of events.
Evolution rules and interpretation
Five rules have been de ned to explicit the way a grafcet works.
Rule 1 : At the beginning, the initial steps are active. 
WOSR interpretation
In the case of the WOSR interpretation, an evolution step ts with a simple evolution step that is to say with a simultaneous ring of all red transitions. At time t, to achieve a simple evolution step, ts with an acquisition of inputs stream, with a computation of the new situation and with an emission to the external world.
WSR interpretation
In the case of the WSR interpretation, an evolution step ts with an acquisition of an inputs stream, with obtaining a stable situation by a repeated ring of transitions which can be red and with an emission to the external world. A stable situation is obtained when no more transition may be red without any acquisition of new inputs.
On the example of gure 2, with the WSR interpretation, if we suppose that the step 0 is active and that the input c is true, then the program evolves from the situation f0g to the situation f3,5g when the inputs a and b become true. With the WOSR interpretation, the program evolves from the situation f0g to the situation f3,4g. Then new inputs are acquired and if the input c remains true then the situation will become f3,5g else it will remain f3,4g.
In the following, only the WOSR interpretation is presented. However for the second method, the WSR interpretation has been treated. Other limits are imposed on the language : the grafcets are without action, or macro-step or forcing order. Only the rst modeling takes the receptivities of temporized type into account.
For the modeling seen here, the Grafcet is presented as a synchronous language. Several input signals can start in simultaneously a Grafcet evolution. In other works (Roussel,1994) , the asynchronous aproach is chosen for the building of an equivalent automaton.
FIRST MODELING
In this part, to avoid disorders between a grafcet transition and a transition of transition systems (Arnold,1992), Grafcet transitions are called Gtransitions.
Transition system
To modelize the Grafcet, three transition systems are used :
The rst one is useful to describe the feasible evolutions of an not initial step. The initial state of this system is the state "inactive". The second one is distinguishable from the rst one by its initial state. Indeed, this is the state "active" because it represents an initial step. The third one describes the evolution of a receptivity linked to a Gtransition.
As shown on gure 3, a step can be active or inactive. It can remain inactive (eI transition), become active (A transition), become inactive (I transition), remain active without being activated or desactivated (eA transition), remain active being activated (eA-transition) or be activated and desactivated simultaneously (eA+ transition).
The receptivity linked to a Gtransition may be false or Then the transition systems for steps and Gtransitions must be synchronized.
Synchronization constraints
To obtain the synchronization constraint, we proceed in two stages: rst we locally build vectors of synchronization linked to each Gtransition (partial constraint) then we merge these sets (global constraint). and Xj is activated. So ens3 brings together the feasible evolutions for the step Xi and ens4 for the step Xj.
Partial constraint
The transition eA+ is always followed by *. Indeed, we may not conclude from the constraints of evolution linked to a single transition whether if a step can be simultaneously activated and desactivated or not. This transition is red when a step is desactivated (I transition) and simultaneously activated (eA-transition).
For a transition followed and/or preceded by several steps, local synchronization vectors are built in a similar same way with the same sets.
Global constraint
Then we want to built the whole synchronization vectors. If the grafcet has n steps and k Gtransitions, each vector has n+k components. We proceed step by step. First we merge two Gtransitions. Then as long as there is a remaining Gtransition, we merge it with the result. What does merging mean? For two local vectors which don't share steps, the merging is simply a Cartesian product. For two vectors sharing steps, the product is done with a pseudointersection on shared steps.
The pseudo-intersection is de ned as follows :
For each element of f eI, eA, A, I, eA+, eA-, A(*), I(*), eA+(*), eA-(*) g, the following rules apply : el T el= el; el T el(*)= el; I T eA-=eA+
Once synchronization vectors are obtained, we keep elements without *. In fact, as all the Gtransisions have been treated, elements with * are evolutions that we don't encounter because of the grafcet structure.
Remark :
The transitions eA+ and eA-must be distinguished from a transition eA when the constraints are built. They may express the following facts : a step remains active being desactivated only if it is activated (transition eA+) a step remains active being activated (transition eA-). Then, as in the transition system, the transitions eA, eA+ and eA-have the same source and the same target, we can replace all eA+ and eA-by an transition eA in the synchronization system and suppress the transitions eA+ and eA-in the transition system. This reduces the number of the synchronization vectors.
With the tool MEC (Crubill e, 1989), the transition system equivalent to the complete grafcet is obtained by synchronizing the transition systems describing steps and Gtransitions with the set of synchronization vectors which are de ned earlier.
Temporization
For a temporization k1=Xi, the equivalent automaton is schown on gure 5. The automaton has k1 states where the temporization is false (F1 a Fk1) and a state where the temporization is true. The transition t1 is red only if step Xi is activated (or remains active for an initial step). The t5 and t6
transitions are red when the step Xi remains active.
The t6 transition is di erent from the t5 transitions because the temporization becomes true. And last, the t4 transition is red when the step Xi remains inactive.
The synchronization system is de ned as follows : t1  eA eF  t2  I  eF  t3  I  aF  t4  eI eF  t5  eA eF  t6  eA aV  t7 eA eV where t points out the Gtransition which is associated with the temporization tempo.
For a temporization k1=Xi=k2, the equivalent automaton is shown on gure 6. The automaton has now For the synchronized system, the constraints for a temporization linked to the receptivity t are :
A eF t1 eA eF t2 I eF t3 eI aF t4 eI eF t5 eA eF t6 eA aV t7 eA eV t8 I eV t9 eI eV t10 A aF
These partial synchonization constraints are introdu-ced in the synchronized system describing the evolution, in the same way that the merging.
Limits
This method makes it possible to model the di erent elements of Grafcet by transition systems and to synchronize them to obtain the equivalent transition system to the complete grafcet. Moreover, we introduce a discrete time in modeling. But this building is very expensive. Indeed for a Gtransition preceded by a step and followed by a step, 16 synchronization vectors may be used. So for a grafcet having n Gtransitions of this kind, the global synchronization system includes in the order of 16 n synchronization vectors. The number of synchronization vectors grows up in an exponential way and so this method can not be used for large grafcets. Moreover with this method, even if no temporization is used, a single situation of grafcet is described by several states of the transition system according to the values of Gtransitions.
The method presented below, associates to each grafcet situation a single state of the transition system.
SECOND MODELING
This modeling of a grafcet with a transition system is based on the association of a situation to each state of the system. The transitions between states represent the evolution condition from one situation to another.
Given a situation Si, we should be able to know all the transitions and then all the immediately following situations. As a situation consists of a nite number of steps which may be seen as parallel processes, the evolutions from Si t with the evolutions from the steps of Si.
To construct the Global Transition System (GTS) equivalent to a grafcet program, a two stages iterative method has been developped :
1. Building of basic transition systems (BTS) associated to each step. They modelize the possible evolution from a step by ring only its directly connected transitions. 2. Iterative construction of GTS from the initial situation with the BTS.
Construction of basic transition systems
The BTS buiding is realized from the Atomic Transition Systems (ATS) which for each step Ei de ne the reached situation after ring a single downstream transition Tj. The obtained transition system consists of two states and two transitions (see gure 7 on the left).
The system is labeled to take into account that it represents a part of a grafcet. The state 1 is labeled by the (<Ei>) step it represents. The label associated to the state 2 corresponds to the list of the activated states when ring the transition Tj. The transitions t1 and t2 are respectively labeled by <R(Tj)> and <not R(Tj)> ; so the determinism of the interpretation is guaranted.
The gure 7 shows the ATS generated when the transition Tj is followed by one or several steps. It can be shown easily that the two transition systems are equivalent to the two grafcets.
Once all the ATS are computed, the building of BTS is straightforward in the case of steps followed by a single transition. In fact, the BTS is equivalent to the ATS.
On the other hand, for the steps having n downstream transitions, n ATS are built and represent the different possibilities to re simultaneously these transitions : so they may be seen as parallel processes.
To compute the BTS equivalent to the considered step, we must compute the product of the n transition systems. It corresponds to a "synchronized product" 1 where the synchronization constraint depends on the label of each transition. All the n-uples of the constraint must check this property : the logical "AND" of labels must not be always false. If this property is not checked, then we may de ne transitions which are never red for the grafcet because always false.
For example on gure 8, if instead of <b> there is <not a>, then the transition between the (1,1) and (2,2) states does not exist.
In addition to compute on states and transitions , a computation on labels takes place during the product of ATS. The label which is associated to a transition ts with the logical "AND" of all the labels of transitions which take part in its building. We can prove by recurrence on transitions systems that such a labeling guarantees the interpretation determinism of transition systems : from the initial state and for a given inputs vector, one single label is true.
Building of the Global Transition System
The building of the Global Transition System is done in an iterative way. The initial state matches the initial situation of grafcet. If it includes a single step, then the BTS built for this step is used.
If the initial situation consists of several steps, there is a set of simultaneously active steps which represent parallel processes. The GTS computation is the result of synchronization of the BTS associated to the steps of initial situation. We use again the "synchonized product" with a constraint checking the same 1 inspired by synchronized product de ned in (Arnold,1989 ) and used previously At this stage of computation, a transition system with an initial state and its following states is built. It represents the feasible evolutions from the initial situation of the grafcet.
Then for each of the p following states, the equivalent transition system is computed and integrated in the system already built.
Using the same method than for the initial step, the global transition system is built step by step. If we avoid computing again the transition system for a situation, the construction ends. In fact, each state represents a situation and the number of situations of a grafcet having p steps is at most 2 p .
Once the GTS is built, we add to each step Ei, a set ei which de nes the states where this step is active. These sets are computed from the labels associated to each state. It allows us to check more easily properties with the tool MEC.
This modeling has the advantage of associating a single state to a grafcet situation. On the other hand, it doesn't take account of the temporal aspect which was treated by the rst method.
Afterwards, some properties are checked on this model.
PROOF
The modelings seen take only the evolution system of Grafcet into account. The veri cations are limited to proofs at the level of steps or more generally of situations. Properties we want to check are : Does it exist steps which are always active? Does it exist never activated steps? The rst one, like the second one may point out a conception mistake. Does it exist situations where the steps Ei 1 , Ei 2 ,..., Ei n are simultaneously active or activated? The answer may detect con icts at the time of actions valuation. From a situation S0, is the situation S1 accessible? Moreover we may check that from S0, S1 is accessible (possibly unavoidably) through situation S2. That may also show that from a given situation it's possible to come back. Does it exist situations which are accessible from the initial state and which don't allow evolution (deadlock)? More generally, does it exist a set of situations from where we can't leave? ...
Second modeling
We show how these properties can be expressed in MEC for the transition system built in the section 4 .
To know if a step Ei is always active, we compute the number of states of the set ei and we compare it to the total number of states of automaton. In the case of equality, the step is active in each state of the transition system. On the other hand, the steps which are never activated have an empty set ei.
To check if n steps Ei 1 , ..., Ei n may simultaneously be active, we compute the intersection of sets ei 1 , ..., ei n and we check wether it is empty. In MEC, the instruction is ei1 /\ ... /\ ein where /\ de nes intersection of sets.
To show that n steps may simultaneously be activated, we compute the set of states where no one of these steps is active and the set of states where they are simultaneously active. That is to say in MEC : To verify the reachability of a situation S1 from a situation S0, we must nd the states q1 and q0 associated to these situations : to do this we study the labels associated to each state of transition system. We use the operator reach(S,T) which de nes the set of reachable states from the set of states S only through transitions of set T :
et_accessibles := reach(!state='q0', *);
Then we must only see if the state q1 is a member of et accessibles. A second method based on the temporal logic function potentiel(X1,X2) de ned in (Arnold, 1989 ) may be used. This function de nes the set of states from which we may reach at least a state of X2 through only states of X1. We use it with all the states for X1, with the state associated to the situation q1 for X2. The property is true only if q0 must belongs to the result. The function potentiel is de ned as follows : function potentiel(X1:state; X2:state) return Z:state; begin Z = X2 \/ (X1 /\ src(rtgt(Z)) ) end.
To prove the reachability of situation S1 from the situation S0 through the situation S2, we use twice the previous methods (with S0 and S2, then with S2 and S1). If we want to check that S2 must be on the way, we compute the set of reachable state from q0 through transitions having target in q2. tr_arrivant_q2 := rtgt(!state='q2'); et_accessibles := reach(!state='q0', *-tr_arrivant_q2);
If the set et accessibles is empty, we have then proved that S1 is reachable from S0 only by a way through S2. To detect deadlock, situations that the system can not evolve from, we may use the least xed points function unavoidable de ned in (Arnold, 1989 We use this function with the following parameters : the set of all transitions without transitions having the same source and target, the empty set for the states. If the result is the empty set, the grafcet has no deadlock.
First modeling
The properties checked on transition system built by the second method may be proved too on the transition system built by the rst method. However, the rst method is limited by the exponential growth of the number of states. The bene t of this one consists in implementing temporal proofs. 
EXAMPLE, RESULTS

Example
For the grafcet presented on gure 2, the transition system built by the second method is the one of gure 9 in MEC. This system is made of four states numbered 1, 2, 4 and 9 which are associated to the situation fstep 0g, fstep 1g, fstep 3, step 4g and fstep 3, step 5g. The de nition of sets e0 i indicates the states of the system where step i is active.
transition_system grafcet < width = 0 >; 1 <e0_0> |-T_1_1 -> 4, T_1_2 -> 2, e -> 1; 2 <e0_1> |-e -> 2; 4 <e0_3; e0_4> |-T_4_1 -> 9, e -> 4; 9 <e0_5; e0_3> |-T_9_1 -> 1, e -> 9; < initial = {1}; e0_0 = {1}; e0_1 = {2}; e0_3 = {9, 4}; e0_4 = {4}; e0_5 = {9} > . Steps 1 and 3 may never be active simultaneously, because of e0 1 /\ e0 3 = ;.
The step 2 is never activated because the set e0 2 doesn't exist. We may nd deadlocks. The call of unavoidable(*-!label='e',fg) gives e0 1. So the step 1 is a dead situation. The results in table 1 show that the number of synchronized vectors grows very fast according to the number of steps and of transitions, and to the parallelism. For a grafcet having 6 steps, 7 transitions and parallelism, the building fails because of lack of memory space. Also, we notice that the number of states (respectively the number of transitions) is larger than the number of steps (respectively transitions) of the associated grafcet.
For the second method, performances are described in In the sequential case, the number of states of the transition system is equal to the number of steps of the grafcet. When parallelism is introduced, the number of states is larger but remains signi cantly smaller than the number obtained by the rst method. The time and the memory space needed increase according to the size of the grafcet and to the parallelism. The form of the grafcet has an important e ect on results, so a grafcet with 15 steps, 20 transitions and parallelism can't be treated because of lack of memory space. But these limits may be pushed forward on a machine more powerful having more memory. Moreover, this software is only a prototype and it can be improved (factor 5 at least).
CONCLUSION
Two methods to modelize grafcet on transition systems have been presented. The rst one allows time introduction in the model but leads to an exponential number of states. The second one gives the smallest transition system when the transitions don't contain any temporization. Nevertheless the problem is still the quick growth of number of states. In fact for a grafcet with n steps, there is at most 2 n -1 states.
On the transition system equivalent to the grafcet, the use of the tool MEC allows to check some properties. For the veri cation of temporal properties, we must introduce in the second model the notion of time. We could use the timed graphs (Olivero A., Sifakis J. and Yovine S., 1994) which limit the number of states while dealing with time.
